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Abstract: The rabid growth of today’s technological world has led us to connecting every electronic
device worldwide together, which guides us towards the Internet of Things (IoT). Gathering the
produced information based on a very tiny sensing devices under the umbrella of Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs). The nature of these networks suffers from missing sharing among them in both
hardware and software, which causes redundancy and more budget to be used. Thus, the appearance
of Shared Sensor Networks (SSNs) provides a real modern revolution in it. Where it targets making a
real change in its nature from domain specific networks to concurrent running domain networks.
That happens by merging it with the technology of virtualization that enables the sharing feature
over different levels of its hardware and software to provide the optimal utilization of the deployed
infrastructure with a reduced cost. This article is concerned with surveying the idea of SSNs, the
difference between it and the traditional WSNs, the requirements for its construction, challenges
facing it, and the opportunities that are provided by it, then describing our proposed architectures.
As a result of using virtualization technology as a basic block in building SSNs, using different
types of virtualization will produce different types of SSNs that will give different usages to it. This
article proposes a novel approach of taxonomy for SSNs that is based on the used virtualization
techniques, and it describes the needs and usages of each one. It presents a wide array of previously
proposed solutions comparing them to each other and a brief description of the issues addressed by
each category of that taxonomy. Additionally, the shared sensor architecture and shared network
architecture were depicted. Finally, some of its applications in some daily life fields are listed.
Keywords: IoT; shared sensor networks;
sensor middleware

virtualized wireless sensor networks (VSNs),

1. Introduction
The revolution in modern communication produced an innovative technology, the Internet of
Things (IoT) [1–3], which can connect any physical objects all over the world and exchange data among
them. These objects can be sensed and controlled through its infrastructure, which allows users to
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own all services across the world through small electronic devices. This technology is radically based
on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), because it provides users with the ability to interact with their
environment and react to real-world events. It consists of a large number of tiny sensor nodes that
are randomly deployed over a specified environment, to track a certain phenomenon and give the
administrator the ability to instrument, observe, and react to it based on different types of routing
protocols [4,5]. These traditional WSNs are usually deployed to serve a certain application [6–12]
or offer certain services, thus they are considered to be domain specific and task oriented networks.
This leads to the redundant deployment of WSN infrastructure when we have to apply multiple
applications over the same environment. A new emerging technology has been adopted to overcome
this drawback; virtualization technology, it handles the abstraction of the deployed infrastructure from
the offered services over it using different virtualization techniques to achieve different goals, as will be
described later. By applying virtualization techniques over WSNs, it confers it the ability to be shared
among multiple concurrent applications; this way, we will achieve better infrastructure utilization,
these new networks are called Shared Sensor Networks (SSNs). There are many benefits for this
emerging networks: First, as previously mentioned, it is a commercial solution that allows for multiple
applications to share the same network. Second, the application developers will be isolated from the
infrastructure technical details. Third, multiple vendors can work together under its umbrella. Fourth,
a new type of electronic clouds will appear named cloud of sensors. Fifth, leasing infrastructure will
be available.
The idea of SSNs was surveyed in some previous papers, from different aspects, like in [13], where
the authors considered the global meaning for each terminal of it without any actual technicalities.
In [14], the authors provide readers a profound state of the art for SSNs, but they did not propose
taxonomy for it. While, in [15], the authors provided a systematic review for it with a taxonomy based
on the used mechanisms only, though they neglected the hybrid solutions for SSNs.
This paper was decided to introduce SSNs from a basic perspective that is based on the used
virtualization techniques, because, without virtualization, there will never be a SSN. Accompanying this
taxonomy, we support readers by the terminologies that are presented and the appropriate diagrams
to visually demonstrate architectures for SSNs. Thus, this article is concerned with describing these
promising networks that will open a wide area for the tiny constrained devices to play a major rule in
the fields of IoT, Cloud of Sensors, and Big Data. Therefore, it mainly targets the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Giving the reader a global vision of SSNs.
Clarifying the main differences between SSNs and traditional WSNs.
Designing a novel taxonomy for SSNs.
Designing a novel architecture to identify how the sensor node should be in the shared environment.
Designing a novel architecture to identify how the whole network should be to serve the
shared environment.
Supporting readers with a comparative analysis between the available solutions along with the
main differences, objectives and services supported by each type to help decision makers decide
which type of SSNs is suitable for which situation.

The rest of the article is organized, as follows. Section 2 provides a general overview of SSNs.
Section 3 provides the novel taxonomy for SSNs that organize the types of SSNs that are based on the
used virtualization techniques. Section 4 provides a brief opportunities for SSNs. Section 5 provides
some applications for it. Moreover, tables to summarize the surveyed work for better comparisons in
the identified criteria are provided. Section 4 presents a number of opportunities that are provided by
SSNs. Section 5 presents a number of application that are based on SSNs. Section 6 provides some of
the real life projects in SSNs. Subsequently, finally, a conclusion is given.
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2. A General Overview on SSNs
SSNs are the new paradigm of WSNs, which gives it the shifting start from an application oriented
platform to a shared system infrastructure platform. Virtualization technology is the basic stone
technology that provides this facility. Where it targets the conversion of the actual hardware into
multiple logical units, to make it available for concurrently sharing among multiple applications and
services. By applying it over WSNs, it becomes able to work as multiple logical sensor networks,
called Virtualized Sensor Networks (VSNs). These virtualized networks can be offered to the end
user, who will be abstracted from the detailed infrastructure, and directly use it for the required
applications. Thus, the SSNs can be defined as a shard heterogeneous system, which uses virtualization
techniques to federate a group of WSNs or to participate it. That is to allow for multiple concurrent
applications to share one hardware infrastructure provided by one or more vendors, operating systems,
or communication protocols, etc.
2.1. Fundamental Difference between WSNs and SSNs
As mentioned above, the SSNs are an emerging paradigm of traditional WSNs; therefore, this
section will provide the fundamental differences between them, by doing so, we can obtain a better
understanding of the specific distinguish between them.
•

•

•

•

•

•

Components: WSNs are composed of a large number of distributed sensor nodes over a certain
environment of interest, while the SSNs are composed of a number of heterogeneous WSNs from
different environments.
Ownership: For traditional WSNs, the ownership of the hardware infrastructure and the service
that is offered for the users is the same authority; on the other hand, the hardware infrastructure
of SSNs and its offered services are two different authorities.
Platform Dependency: Same sensors’ hardware, same operating system, same communication
protocols, and every sensor node are preferred to be from the same model, all of the previous points
are basic principles in designing a traditional WSN. Thus, if the sensor hardware is expired, it
cannot be replaced by a newer version, or a matchable hardware from another vendor. Accordingly,
traditional WSNs must use the same platform, thus they are considered homogeneous systems.
On the other hand, the SSNs are heterogeneous systems, because they can operate with sensors of
different hardware, different Operating Systems (OSs), and different protocols.
Virtualization Technology: The onset of WSNs is interested in improving certain specifications as
cost reduction, resource optimization, standardization, scalability, etc., but neglected the number
of applications that will be served by the deployed infrastructure, thus traditional WSNs do
support it. However, in SSNs virtualization is the foundation stone for it, which depends on the
separation between the deployed infrastructure and the offered services over it. Where it converts
the deployed infrastructure into multiple logical units, so the users can access it as if he/she were
directly using the physical resource.
Code Modularization: This is concerned with the written code of the application and the code of
the operating system and communication protocols. Since, traditional WSNs only handles one
application per network, the code is installed in the sensor node before the network deployment.
On other hand, SSNs serve multiple applications on the same infrastructure, thus there are two
separate types of written codes: one to control and manage the infrastructure owned by the service
provider and the second is to control and manage the applications served by that infrastructure
owned by the application developers.
Number of Applications: As mentioned above, WSNs were not concerned with the number of
applied application over it, thus it was usually deployed to only serve one dedicated application,
but the SSNs were proposed to overcome this drawback; therefore, they concurrently serve
multiple applications over the same infrastructure.
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Connectivity: Sensor nodes in traditional WSNs use physical wireless communications links, but
the VSNs in SSNs use logical communication links between them.
Resource Sharing: All of the nodes in traditional WSNs are dedicated to serve one application, so,
when there is a need to apply an additional application, additional nodes have to be added to
serve the new application, but in SSNs there is no need to deploy additional nodes, because it
already uses the virtualization technique to allow for resource sharing over nodes.
Redundant Infrastructure: Infrastructure is dedicated for only one application in traditional
WSNs, it has to be duplicated if there is another application needed to be served over the same
environment. SSNs solved this problem, which is able to share the network resources among
multiple concurrent applications.
Infrastructure/service: Infrastructure and service are considered to be one entity in traditional
WSNs, but they are totally separated in SSNs using the concept of virtualization.
These differences are surveyed in Table 1:
Table 1. The main differences between Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and Shared Sensor
Networks (SSNs).
Criteria

WSN

SSN

Component

Sensor nodes

VSNs

Ownership

Single Authority

Multiple Authorities

Platform Dependency

Homogeneous platform

Heterogeneous platform

Virtualization

Not support

Support

Code Modularization

Single Code

Multiple Codes

No. of Apps

Single

Multiple

Connectivity

Physical

Logical

Resource Sharing

No

Yes

Redundancy

Yes

No

Infrastructure/Service

One identity

Two identities

2.2. Fundamental Requirements for Building SSNs
There are many solutions that are provided by virtualization to convert the application oriented
WSNs into the multi-concurrent applications SSNs; these solutions must support the following
requirements [14,16] to achieve this goal:
•

•

•

Coexistence: the physical infrastructure of SSNs should have the ability to understand the
hypervisors, which gives it the ability to convert the actual resources to virtual ones. In SSNs
there are two layers of coexistence. The first one is over the sensor node itself and it is called
Low Level Virtualization (LLV); it ensures that the sensor nodes can support the concurrent
execution of multiple applications. The second one is over the whole network and called High
Level Virtualization (HLV); it is concerned with the ability of sensor nodes to dynamically form
groups to perform the isolated and transparent execution of application tasks in such a way that
each group belongs to a different application.
Heterogeneity: it should be platform-independent that allows for multiple independent sensor
vendors to coexist in the same physical infrastructure. Additionally, it should be able to hold
various protocols and algorithms implemented by different SVNSPs, and different Quality of
Service (QoS) requirements, topologies, security levels, service types, and etc.
Resource Discovery: there must be a resource discovery mechanism to discover the available
resources for allocating them to build a real shared environment. Thus, they could be managed
and reserved for applications.
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Resource Sharing: it should be able to share all network resources (wireless radio, hardware, and
software) over the network based on the rights given to the end user.
Isolation: it must ensure that the coexisting VSNs are isolated from each other to guarantee privacy,
security, and fault- tolerance, thus any configuration changes, topology changes, customization,
or faults over one VSN do not affect the others.
Flexibility: service providers should have enough authorities over the assigned region for them
inside the SSN to change different network aspects, such as network topology, routing, control
protocols, and forwarding functionalities, which are independent of the underlying physical
network and also without affecting the other service providers.
Scalability: infrastructure providers should have a scalable physical network, which allows
for modifications, such as adding VSNs to support the expected increment in coexisting VSNs,
without affecting the given performance.
Manageability: due to the separation process between the infrastructure provider and the service
provider, the manageability to the granted resources must be given to the service provider, to allow
for him to manage, configure, and allocate VSNs, e.g., routing tables, virtual resource scheduling,
admission, and even modifying protocols, etc.
Programmability: a service provider needs programmability to implement customized protocols
and deploy diverse services, according to the end user application requirements under secure
programming paradigms with a considerable level of flexibility.
Mobility: it should support the internal mobility between virtual resources in the same
infrastructure and the external mobility between multiple service providers. Thus, it should have
solid mobility management solutions for achieving these goals.
Legacy Support: is the compatibility with the older versions of hardware and software, in SSNs,
this compatibility can theoretically be obtained by grouping them in a separate VSN.
System Recovery: in the case of system failure or errors in the logical representation of the hosted
VSNs, how could SSNs recover the affected VSNs? Additionally, how much time is required
to retrieve its original status? It should have mechanisms for resource and service discovery,
resource allocation, and task allocation and scheduling.
Support for application/service priority:
apps/services should have prioritized
execution mechanisms.

2.3. Challenges behind Design of SSNs
Despite the numerous opportunities for SSNs, its spreading is still constrained by several
challenges [16,17]; this section will briefly describe some of these challenges, as follows:
•

•

•

Isolation: is a basic issue in SSNs as it allows the logical separation of VSNs, while they coexist
in the same physical infrastructure. It ensures that the technical changes occurring in one VSN
(configuration, customization or topology change) do not affect other VSNs.
Interfacing: is the connectivity description among different entities overall the SSN as the interfaces
between different infrastructure providers under the same SSN, which is necessary in information
sharing among them and interfaces between infrastructure provider and service provider required
before creating the VSNs and to express their requirements of resources to serve end users.
Additionally, the interface between the service provider and the end users is needed to explain
the communication between them. Thus, the interfaces should consider communication delays
and reliability among diverse entities and should also be carefully designed to become compatible
with different kinds of requirements.
Constrained sensor resources: as known sensor nodes are resource constrained devices, this
problem affects the design of virtualization solutions.
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Embedded VSN: refers to the static and dynamic allocation of virtual sensors and it links the
physical sensors and paths between them. This issue is a big challenge due to the constrained
sensors resources. Add it to the previous point (it not related to it)
Resource discovery: due to the large number of resources over SSNs, which are distributed
over multiple infrastructure providers, there will be a real need from infrastructure providers to
discover the active and passive resources in their physical network, so that may reserve some
resources for its own use and to be able to share reachability information among them to establish
links (interfaces) between them.
Resource Allocation: the SSNs resource allocation schemes are responsible for deciding how to
get an optimal placement of a VSN over the physical sensors’ network. The users may require
resources that are placed in multiple VSNs, in this case, the service provider must assign them to
that user while hiding the details from him, and this issue needs a strong management mechanism.
Resource Scheduling: due to the large number of shared resources over the SSN, the infrastructure
providers need a strong mechanism to schedule them for the reservation process of the
hosted applications.
Naming and Addressing: as described above, the SSN is a heterogeneous system, which hosts
different technologies, shares different resources and offers different services which are concurrently
served by it; thus, the physical and logical network representation should adopt a strong addressing
scheme that identifies these diverse system identities.
Security: a SSN is based on abstracting the real network infrastructure into multiple virtual sensor
networks to provide concurrent services over them to a large number of users, thus SSNs must
provide strong authenticity mechanisms to give each network entity (IP, SP, app. End user, etc.)
enough privileges to execute its dedicated tasks without affecting the privacy of other entities.
SSNs Marketing: since SSN is an emerging paradigm of sensor technology, its economic model is
still an open issue, because it contains multiple entities that share it, starting with the infrastructure
provider, which will sell the physical network until the service provider will sell the service to the
end user, each entity will share the market model in its own responsibility.
Controlling Shared Resources usage: infrastructure providers should provide an accessing
mechanism to control access to its physical network, that is to improve the security and
guarantee that the reserved resources to the service provider will not exceed the physical
structure. Additionally, the service provider needs to provide an access control mechanism to its
resources to ensure user’s privacy and security. Resource sharing is mentioned before (it described
in the fundamental requirements here it described as one of the challenges).
Network Management: it is concerned with managing a virtualized environment is a complex issue,
as the virtual network may span over multiple physical networks from different infrastructure
providers. Or, it may participate in one physical network from one infrastructure provider. The
infrastructure provider may offer an infrastructure for multiple service providers, or multiple
infrastructure providers may offer an infrastructure for one service provider, also the aggregation
or dissolution of virtualized networks between different network entities and service providers
may need to change resources requests according to the user’s requirements. Moreover, it has
to manage the collected information from diverse devices of different partners, while saving its
privacy and removing conflicts and redundancy from it, on another level it has to manage user
mobility from one physical location to another. All of that and other many cases may be in concern.
Thus, there will be a real need for a scalable and flexible management system.
Mobility Management: providing mobility to the hosted application in a virtualized environment
is a complex issue for several issues; the user location management to provide network
communication to users by tracking their locations, the service handoff management to provide
the service delivery to the user, who may also need location updates in a different VSN by being
provided virtual mobility between VSNs.
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2.4.1. SSNs Node Architecture
Although there were not enough proposals that describe the sensor node structure in a shared
environment, except in [18], which described it from the aspect of protocol stack. Thus we decided
to tackle this track, as shown in Figure 2 shows the proposal for main layers of a SSN’s sensor node
architecture, the lower layer consists of the physical sensor resources, such as a Central Processing
Unit (CPU), Radio Frequency (RF) module, memory module, and power module. Layer 2 contains the
available
sensor
operating
system.
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As for task execution models, there are two ways, either sequential or parallel execution. The
sequential tasks model involves a consecutive and ordered execution of tasks one after another, while
the Parallel tasks model involves the concurrent or simultaneous execution of tasks or threads at the
same time. Although sequential execution has a simple implementation, it is considered to be a weak
form of virtualization, because tasks have to wait in a queue, but in parallel execution the tasks are
executed in time-slices by rapidly switching the context from one task to another, which will give faster
task execution and there is no need to wait for the finishing large tasks, but it needs more complex
programming codes.
2.4.2. SSNs Network Architecture
Multiple ideas were previously presented in this issue to provide different solutions in different
fields, which, infrastructure-wise, are based on the idea of virtualization, like Cloud of Sensors (CoS),
IoT, and SSNs. One of the early proposals in this field was [17], where the main HLV idea handles
the separation between the sensor service provider and the owner of the sensor infrastructure, it
demonstrated challenges and opportunities without any technical details regarding how to build the
that environment. The platform of SenShare [20] proposed an overlay based solution that allows
for multiple concurrent applications to run over the shared WSN, which is by grouping sensors
that are separately associated with each application in a virtual way. One of the best proposals
in this filed was a multilayer WSN virtualization architecture that is presented in [21,22], where it
proposed an architecture of four layers, with the support of two data and signaling paths, also with
five interfaces to define data and signaling priorities. The first layer is the physical layer, which
represents the physical deployed sensors, followed by a virtual sensor layer that provides a logical
sensor representation, the third layer is a virtual sensor access layer that provides a unified interface
for the next layer, finally the upper layer is the overlay layer that represents a separate overlay for
each hosted application, this architecture was implemented over a fire monitoring scenario to obtain
some measurements that were presented to study the overlay creation delay, sensor sending delay
and the delay of fire alert notifications from the deployed sensors. The results show that most of
the delays occurred due to LAN setting. This architecture was extended in [23] to give it the ability
to interact with cloud systems, the authors also implement a prototype for this extension and they
found that cloud computing eases the service addition and management over virtual networks, but
many mechanisms are still needed. The concept of fog computing was introduced in [24] due to the
non-scalability of the previous solution, where the proposed architecture is based on the master and
slave layers, the first one being responsible for control functions and the second being responsible
for flow and resource managements using virtual gateways, but there were not any maintained
simulation or implementation for this work. In the field of CoS many solutions were presented to
provide the sensor virtualization that is required as a base for building the sensor cloud as in [25],
where a three layered architecture was presented: sensor centric, middleware, and client centric. The
sensor centric layer represents the physical network deployment, the middleware layer represents
the virtual sensors and the required management for them, and finally the client centric layer that
represents the multiple user interface. Some studies are concerned with the network hypervisor itself,
like in [26], it studied it as a corner stone for the technology of CoS, and proposed an architecture that
describes its functionality in managing, abstracting, and virtualizing the resources of the deployed
infrastructure, under three main units, which are: the virtualization unit, abstraction unit, and node
manager unit. One of the most recent ideas for HLV was SoftWater architecture, which introduces
the virtualization technology in the field of underwater communication [27]. It provided the network
virtualization based on data plane and control plane. Data plane is an open, programmable, and
virtualized network forwarding infrastructure, while the control plane aids the tools for network
management and application arrangement. Virtualization SoftWater uses two hypervisors: the first
one is the network hypervisor that manages resource allocation and management, while the second is
wireless hypervisor that handles resource scheduling and policies management.
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Figure 4. SSN Network proposed Architecture.

3. Novel Taxonomy for SSNs
One of a few previous taxonomies was presented in [29], where it provided a classification of
SSNs that is based on the type of used middleware. The authors classified middleware into three main
categories to guide users to find a way to select the suitable middleware for his application, as shown
in Figure 5.
The first category, named WSN-control middleware, was developed to run over the sensor
operating system. The second category, internet sharing middleware, was developed to manage the
shared data among internet-based sensors. The third one was WSN and Internet control middleware
was developed to provide a complete integration between WSN and internet. However, the used
virtualization technique to build the middleware was not declared. Thus, this section will provide
a new taxonomy for SSNs based on the used virtualization techniques. Applications from domains,
such as smart cities, smart health, smart homes, green computing, and pervasive computing, can

spectrum, and RF managers. Simply, the network hypervisor can be defined as a software that is
responsible for separation between the deployed infrastructure and the offered services over the
network, which is done by converting the deployed infrastructure into multiple logical units, called
VSNs, while providing the isolation between them to keep the security and privacy. By this way,
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3.1.1. LLV based on Operating System Virtualization Solutions
Multitasking OSs take the responsibility of virtualization technology as part of its tasks, it may
use one or both of the two available programming models: event- driven and thread based. This
section will provide a list of examples of them briefly.
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The application tasks are scheduled with preemption, and they take a dedicated
memory region and time slice, as shown in Figure 9. During the execution process, tasks
are stored in logical memory addresses, which are mapped into physical memory
addresses at the runtime, and when the task is finished, its space becomes free for
reclaiming, and when a new task is added for the running tasks, the context is
compressed, saved, and then restored from a circular buffer.
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Table 2. Characteristics Summary of SSNs’ LLV.
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The application tasks are scheduled with preemption, and they take a dedicated

The application tasks are scheduled with preemption, and they take a dedicated memory region
memory region and time slice, as shown in Figure 9. During the execution process, tasks
and time slice, as shown in Figure 9. During the execution process, tasks are stored in logical
are stored in logical memory addresses, which are mapped into physical memory
memory addresses, which are mapped into physical memory addresses at the runtime, and when
addresses at the runtime, and when the task is finished, its space becomes free for
the task is finished, its space becomes free for reclaiming, and when a new task is added for the
reclaiming,
and when
a new task
is and
added
the running
tasks,buffer.
the context is
running
tasks, the context
is compressed,
saved,
thenfor
restored
from a circular

compressed, saved, and then restored from a circular buffer.
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The code size for all of them occupies less than 500 byte of the RAM and 14 KB of the
flash, which extends the resources to serve more application threads, it is considered to
be a portable operating system across multiple platforms, because its programs can be
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The code size for all of them occupies less than 500 byte of the RAM and 14 KB of the flash, which
extends the resources to serve more application threads, it is considered to be a portable operating
system across multiple platforms, because its programs can be tested on PC and then ported
to the sensor node. Both the kernel and application threads are written in C and they support
user remote sensor management. MANTIS presents threads in two levels, system level threads
which are responsible for representing the kernel scheduler and underlying hardware as APIs for
the higher user level threads, each thread is assigned a priority to allow for the interleaving of
tasks in parallel execution; if there is a long thread, then it will be divided into shorter threads
to avoid delays. MANTIS OS provides some important features, like prototyping environment,
which integrates the virtual environment with the real deployment network, where the code of
the application is evaluated on the virtual environment and then deployed on the physical one.
Another feature is dynamic reprogramming, which provides a remote reflashing of the sensor’s
OS, or reprogramming of a certain thread, or changing an attribute within a thread, or debugging
a running thread through the command server, which is used for remote debugging of sensor
nodes that can be considered as a client part of that server. Debugging process occurs through a
remote shell feature, where any user can login to the required sensor node and modify the required
threads. The performance evaluation of MANTIS is not studied in [34], but an analysis of its
performance was compared with TinyOS in [35], it monitored the main performance parameters,
which are memory usage, event processing, and energy usage. TinyOS gives lower memory use
than MANTIS, while MANTIS provides better event processing than TinyOS, finally TinyOS is
more power efficient than MANTIS.
PAVENET [36]: is a hard real-time operating system for WSNs with enabling preemption. To tackle
the preemption overheads and stack/memory conflict management problems, it provides three
main functions: a hard real-time task scheduler, a best-effort task scheduler, and a wireless
communication stack. Hard Real-Time Task Scheduler is provided for real-time tasks (radio
management, sensor sampling, and media access control), which have a high task priority and
preempt lower priority tasks, this causes scheduling/switching overheads, to limit their effect
the PAVENET OS exploit functions on PIC18 (the only working microchip with this OS), which
automatically saves the task context when switching occurs. These functions are called dynamic
priority levels and a fast return stack. Additionally, it uses the Best-Effort Task Scheduler that
adopts hop-by-hop routing, delay writing to flash memory, and replying to sensor data query, it
also uses cooperative task switching to eliminate stack/memory conflict management problems.
Wireless Communication Stack consists of physical, MAC, network, socket, and application layers
to reduce conflict smanagement occurs between these communication layers, the PAVENET OS
hides these exclusive controls and provides a buffer management mechanism, called pbuf, which
is shared between these communication layers to easily to handle data flow. Thus, users do
not need to consider conflict management, and they can easily develop various communication
protocols according to the application demands. The performance evaluation of PAVENET is
compared to TinyOS, where the results indicate that the hard real-time tasks at 100 Hz sampling
are realized in PAVENET much more precisely than TinyOS, the memory usage in PAVENET is
more than TinyOS for sample applications, while the execution times of sample applications is
comparable to TinyOS; also, the programming complexity was studied and it was found that
the code lines of PAVENET are shorter than that of TinyOS, which is because PAVENET can
complement a sequence of tasks in one task. Finally, the task switching overheads were compared
with two different OSs, where it was found that it was five times less than MANTIS and was
comparable to TinyOS.
SenSpire [37]: It is a hybrid programming model OS, which adopts a multilayer abstraction
approach in order to develop networked applications, which support both event driven and thread
based programming models using a CSpire object-oriented language to program the application’s
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synchronization to guarantee that sensor nodes respond to control messages.
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of sensor nodes,
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stack
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the OS implementation
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of sensor
nodes,
it
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stack
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SenSpire network abstraction is provided using a new three layer network stack (radio,
SenSpire network abstraction is provided using a new three layer network stack (radio, resource
resource and sensornet), the radio layer implements device specific MAC protocols, the
and sensornet), the radio layer implements device specific MAC protocols, the resource layer
resource layer virtualizes the radio hardware, scheduling concurrent tasks, and
virtualizes the radio hardware, scheduling concurrent tasks, and sensornet layer implements
sensornet layer implements the neighborhood management and link estimations, which
the neighborhood management and link estimations, which can be shared among different
can be shared among different upper-layer network routing protocols. SenSpire is
upper-layer network routing protocols. SenSpire is implemented on the Mica2, MicaZ, and TelosB
implemented on the Mica2, MicaZ, and TelosB motes to obtain its performance
motes to obtain its performance evaluation when compared to MANTIS [34] and TinyOS [30].
evaluation when compared to MANTIS [34] and TinyOS [30]. The results studied the
The results studied the interrupt latency, which is less than TinyOS, latency of bottom halves
interrupt latency, which is less than TinyOS, latency of bottom halves experiment is
experiment is compared to TinyOS, hybrid programming model flexibility that was provided
compared to TinyOS, hybrid programming model flexibility that was provided by
by SenSpire, preemptive kernel, scheduling hierarchy, and scheduler overhead, which has more
SenSpire, preemptive kernel, scheduling hierarchy, and scheduler overhead, which has
delay when compared to MANTIS, overall system efficiency, which shows less CPU, and memory
more delay when compared to MANTIS, overall system efficiency, which shows less
utilization when compared to MANTIS, while keeping normalized to TinyOS, and reprogramming
CPU, and memory utilization when compared to MANTIS, while keeping normalized
efficiency, at which the program code size is less than both TinOS and MANTIS. The results show
to TinyOS, and reprogramming efficiency, at which the program code size is less than
that SenSpire OS ensures predictable system performance, provides a flexible hybrid model for
both TinOS and MANTIS. The results show that SenSpire OS ensures predictable system
application programming, and is efficient in resource utilization.
performance, provides a flexible hybrid model for application programming, and is
LiteOS [38]: is an open source, Unix-like operating system that fits on memory-constrained sensor
efficient in resource utilization.
nodes. It gives users the ability to operate WSNs, like operating UNIX, which will be easier for
• LiteOS [38]: is an open source, Unix-like operating system that fits on memorypeople with adequate UNIX background. It provides (1) a hierarchical file system and a command
constrained sensor nodes. It gives users the ability to operate WSNs, like operating
shell interface for user interaction using UNIX-like commands working wirelessly; (2) kernel
UNIX, which will be easier for people with adequate UNIX background. It provides (1)
support for dynamic loading and native execution of multithreaded applications; and, (3) online
a hierarchical file system and a command shell interface for user interaction using UNIXdebugging, dynamic memory, and file system assisted communication stacks. The LiteOS design
like commands working wirelessly; (2) kernel support for dynamic loading and native
architecture consists of three subsystems: LiteShell, LiteFS, and the kernel, as shown in Figure 12.
execution of multithreaded applications; and, (3) online debugging, dynamic memory,
and file system assisted communication stacks. The LiteOS design architecture consists
of three subsystems: LiteShell, LiteFS, and the kernel, as shown in Figure 12.
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Kernel is based on protothreads (the concept that shares the features of thread-based and
event-driven approaches to attain a low memory overhead). There are three core libraries:
core program libraries, loadable program libraries, and specific service libraries; all of them are
connected to programs if an application explicitly uses it. The program loader uses the run-time
relocation function to load programs into the system, which uses the loader to test the available
memory space, if enough of the program will be loaded, otherwise it will be aborted, then the
loader will call the program’s initialization function. Processes can only be executed through the
event handler and poll handler functions. Before actual deployment, Contiki offers a network
simulator, called Cooja. The performance evaluation was not studied in the original paper of
Contiki OS [39], but a comparison for it with TinyOS was presented in [40], which was concerned
with resource usage where the memory usage and task execution time for Contiki programs were
found to be higher than them in TinyOS, also the flexibility of both was considered, and proved
that the Contiki was more flexible than TinyOS; that is due to the dynamic reprogramming of
sensor nodes that only updates the changes, while it updates the whole application in TinyOS.
3.1.2. LLV Based on Virtual Machine Solutions
SSNs offer diverse Virtual Machine (VM) solutions to abstract the sensor node heterogeneity
(diverse HW and diverse OSs) from the application developers, and to offer one controlling interface for
developing and controlling the required applications; this makes the sensor node platform independent
by offering separate execution environments for each application over the operating system. Thus, the
VM is responsible for separating the sensor HW platform from the hosted applications by creating a
separate virtual environment for each application over the operating system. Therefore, this section
will focus on briefly listing them:
•

•

Maté [41]: is a tiny event-driven VM built on TinyOS, which is developed to enable energy
efficient code propagation for reprogrammable sensor networks to serve different applications
over the same network. Therefore, it may not necessarily be the most viable for SSNs, because it
is mainly event-driven, offers sequential code execution under a stack of byte code interpreter,
and only three concurrent applications can be run on the sensor node. To achieve optimal energy
utilization, it divides the program codes into capsules, and each capsule contains 24 instructions
with one byte long attached to its version to inform the sensor whether it needs to install this code
or not. These capsules are propagated through the network using a distribution scheme among
the sensors, where each sensor propagates it to its neighbors. When the instructions reach the
destination, it starts to execute it in sequence, until the halt instruction is reached. The instructions
are saved in two different stacks, one that is called operand stack to store normal instructions and
the other is called return address stack to store the control instructions, which control the program
flow. Implementing an adhoc routing protocol over TinyOS tested the performance evaluation of
Maté, and the instruction rate, CPU utilization, and infection rates of the network were measured.
The results proved that the instruction rate overhead from Maté is 10,000 times more than native
TinyOS. While CPU utilization was increased by 33 cycles more than native TinyOS during simple
operations, like (and-rand-send-sense) in the worst case. Finally, the infection rate of Maté was
only 120 s to update all of the sensors over the network.
VMSTAR [42]: is a software framework that is based on java for building a runtime environment
for WSN applications. Developers use it to develop required applications in java language
through a rich programming interface; the resulting application can be portable to diverse of
hardware platforms. It supports hybrid programming models with sequential and parallel task
execution. Regarding SSNs, VMSTAR does not support the simultaneous use of multi-thread
application tasks; instead, it only supports single-threaded Java applications. The framework
consists of three components: the first one is BOTS component language, which defines the
components with specified attribute values, the connection among them, and the conditions that
trigger its selection. The second is the composition tool that analyzes the written component and
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determines the relations between them to satisfy specific constraints. The third is the updating
mechanism, which is responsible for the incremental software updates after deployment, thus it
updates the sensor software by accurate changes only. Notice that two models handle the hybrid
programming models, the first one is called Select and it defines the sequential thread execution
for simple applications by registering the interested events handlers for each application, which
execute when the event occurs. While the second is called Action Listener and it handles complex
applications by defining both of them, in this model, the applications do not resister for events, but
it creates an application specific handling list through invoking event handlers. The application
codes are stored at the base station, which are also used for orchestrating deployment and update
processes. The performance evaluation of VMSTAR started with studying its relative tradeoffs of
the threaded interpreter with ROMized classes and SRAM; the results proved that the threaded
interpreter improved by 15–20% more than ROMized, while it improved by 60% more than SRAM.
Presenting comparisons between VMSTAR followed this and both of TinyOS and Maté OSs; the
comparison showed that the performance of VMSTAR is better than Maté, while it is worse than
TinyOS, in memory utilization, CPU overheads, and packet delivery ratio.
Squawk [43]: is a Java micro edition virtual machine that is designed for embedded systems
and small devices. It can run without an operating system, thus it can be directly installed
on the sensor hardware. For SSNs, Squawk adopts a different approach when compared to
other solutions. First, it provides an application isolation mechanism, which enables multiple
application tasks to be treated as Java objects. Thus, applications can have multiple threads,
which are managed by the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Secondly, it contains multiple facilities,
like resource management, an authentication mechanism, interrupt handling, network functions
to support running of concurrent applications to be represented and treated as java objects, etc.
Thirdly, it provides a wireless API for application developers to load, unload, stop, and migrate
applications on Sun Small Programmable Object Technology (SunSpot). It uses multiple Java
features, like garbage collection, exception handling, pointer safety, and thread library. Mostly, it is
written in Java in compliance with J2ME CLDC [44]. As it was designed for memory constrained
devices, it implements a split VM architecture, which perform the loading of the class file on a
desktop machine to create the representation file using suite creator that converts Java bytecodes to
Squawk bytecodes, and then deploys and executes it into the SunSpots. These files are smaller in
size than the usual Java class files. Squawk implements green threads to emulate multi-threaded
environments; they are managed, executed, and scheduled in the user space. The performance
evaluation of Squawk focuses on the memory utilization (RAM & flash) and it shows that Squawk
utilizes less memory when compared to the Kilobyte Virtual Machine/Connected Limited Device
Configuration (KVM/CLDC) [45]. However, by using different sets of ARM platforms with
different CPU and memory sizes, KVM gets better results than the Squawk. Finally, the file size of
concurrent applications in Squawk is lower than the file size of the java class files and the JAR
files by 37%.
Embedded Virtual Machine (EVM) [46]: is the distributed runtime system that aims to abstract
multiple connected physical nodes into a virtual component that appears to the users as one logical
entity, thus the users do not care about topology changes and they will be able to use same network
control algorithm. It seamlessly operates over less reliable wireless networks with topological
changes. EVM provides new capabilities as sensor fault tolerance and runtime optimization of
resource consumption. The design flow of EVM consists of three layers: Platform Dependent,
which contains the EVM design; Platform Independent, which contains Domain-specific EVM
Description; and, Design Time, which contains the Control System Specification. These layers
enable control engineers to design wireless control tasks with centralized in-network processing
in a manner that is both highly platform/protocol independent and extensible to different control
domains. The performance evaluation of the EVM was illustrated on several practical case studies
in industrial automation while using the FischerTechnik model factory consisting of 22 sensors
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and actuators. The EVM’s adaptation to unplanned link failures while keeping the system’s
response similar to that in the initial topology was studied.
Darjeeling [47]: is the first open source Virtual Machine that is based on java for resource
constrained devices (2–10 KB of RAM), It is considered for SSNs, because it is a completely thread
based programming model that can be ported in three different platforms with three different
operating systems. Darjeeling provides a group of features, like light-weight threads, dynamic
memory management, and exception handling, while targeting to optimize utilization of the
constrained resource. It uses an offline tool, called infuser, to convert the java bytecode into
custom bytecode and links between them through loadable modules, called infusions. Thus, by
repeating that procedure, multiple applications can run concurrently. The performance evaluation
of Darjeeling was run using three platforms with different microcontrollers (ATmega128, MSP430),
operating systems (TinyOS, Contiki, LiteOS [38]), and radios (CC1000, CC2420, nRF905). This
study proved that Darjeeling is slower than native C by 50%, while the static linking was reduced
by 55–83%, and the memory efficiency designed for a 16-bit architecture stack space was reduced
by 27% for a real-world environmental monitoring application.

3.1.3. LLV Based on Middleware Solutions
SSNs middleware are designed to overcome the heterogeneity among the different types of sensors
to facilitate the concurrent application development and operation. This section will briefly discuss the
middleware approaches, which provide hardware abstraction and hide the heterogeneity of sensor
nodes in LLV.
•

•

Impala [48]: is a lightweight runtime middleware for resource constrained systems as WSNs, it
was a part of ZebraNet [49] project that aims to provide an improved tracking technology with
efficient energy utilization and to improve system reliability, performance, and energy-efficiency.
It provides a good programming interface and it supports multiple applications, but only allows
one application to run at a time based on event-based programming model. It aims to enable
applications’ modularity, adaptivity, and repairability in WSNs. It also allows for dynamically
applying software updates to the sensors and to the running system. It provides an interface
for on-the-fly applications adaptation in order to improve the performance, energy-efficiency,
and reliability of the software system. The impala system architecture consists of two layers: the
upper one contains all the application protocols and programs for ZebraNet project, which are
responsible for gathering environmental information, and then routing it to a centralized base
station, while the lower layer contains three agents: (1) Application Adapter, which adapts the
application protocols to different runtime conditions to improve performance, energy-efficiency,
and robustness based on application and system parameters that are defined to represent the
runtime states; (2) Application Updater, which receives and propagates software updates and
then installs them on the node; and, (3) the Event Filter, which captures and dispatches events to
the above system units and initiates chains of processing. Additionally, Impala has five types
of events: timer event, packet event, send done event, data event, and device event, if multiple
events arrive, they are processed in a sequential way. The performance of Impala was evaluated
while using modern mobile computing devices (HP/Compaq iPAQ Pocket PC handhelds) to test
its overhead in real sensor networks. It measures its overhead in event delivery and processing.
The results show that Impala events occur less frequently than application events. The time
required for routing is reduced by 15% less than applications not using it, while the protocol
switching cost is reduced by twice per day for a sensor node.
Agilla [19]: is the first mobile agent middleware for self-adaptive applications that operate in
resource-constrained WSNs platforms, it was implemented on top of TinyOS. Its programming
model is unique based on agent migration. The Base station represents the application codes as
mobile agents and injects them into the network, which can migrate themselves to the sensor
nodes that are only relevant to that application, by this way the communication cost is reduced by
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Figure 15 displays that Agilla architecture consists of three layers. The upper layer contains the
mobile agents, as mentioned above, while the middle layer contains the Agilla middleware, which
consists of multiple components that are controlled by the Agilla engine, including the agent code,
context, tuplespace, and reaction managers, with each of them providing a different service, where
the agent manager provides the agent execution state, the code manager provides a dynamical
allocation service of code memory for each agent and fetches instructions as the agent executes, the
context manager provides an updated list services of neighboring nodes, the tuple space manager
provides the local tuple space services that implements the nonblocking operations (both local
and remote), and the reaction manager provides a store of registered reaction services by the local
agents and determines when a reaction should fire. The performance of Agilla was evaluated
using two physical testbeds, which consisted of 25 nodes with different vendors (Mica2 and
TelosB) to measure its feasibility and efficiency. The Agilla programming model was demonstrated
while using three real applications (fire detection, tracing, and Monitoring Cargo Containers);
the results show that the migration latency linearly scales with the number of hops, where the
migration succeeded by 99% for three hops and then decreased as the number of hops increased,
although the additional overhead for reliable operations is justified by their resilience to message
Figure 15. Agilla Architecture.
loss across multiple hops.
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Where, instead of gathering data using a central station, it offers multiple mobile stations
gather data from nodes in their proximity. It shares the sensor data using a tuple space interfac
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creates a corresponding sensor event, which is forwarded to the message handler, which injects the
received event to broadcast channels to inform subscribed applications about new sensor readings.
Subsequently, the event composer translates the incoming events into general situations on which
the system has to react, and it creates a corresponding derived event, it also checks the accuracy of
data and prevents the inaccurate data. The system monitor provides the overall system status and
detection measurements for critical situations, such as a low battery level. Overall liveliness of the
smart phone needs to be monitored, thus a periodical heartbeat message containing the phone
status information are sent to a server, which allows the remote detection of a crashed phone
or a bad connection to the network carrier. The performance of MyHealthAssistant MW was
evaluated by three different healthcare applications that were deployed with it, the performance
metrics are energy consumption, overhead that is caused for the smart phone, and processing
time under real-world circumstances. The results shows that, as the energy consumption of
MyHealthAssistant increased due to the increasing of message workload, the Android system
energy consumption also increases by 30% for the additional communication tasks. The delivery
ratio decreased lower than 99.9% when the number of workload increased by 12event/Sec. As
the event size increased the CPU utilization was not affected, though MyHealthAssistant decides
which channel an event has to be sent only based on its type and it does not inspect the payload,
the delivery ratio slightly decreases. Additionally, the results proved that the main contribution of
MyHealthAssistant MW is running multiple applications while keeping the impact on the system
performance steady, where the CPU utilization and message delivery ratio remain steady while
the memory usage slightly increases.
3.1.4. An Insight on the Application of LLV
This section will provide us with the result of studying virtualization in LLV, where Table 2
provides a summarization of some characteristics for each virtualization solution.
At the beginning from the study, it is concluded that the preferred programming model in
virtualization solutions is the thread-based rather than the event-driven. Although it is more complex,
it provides better execution for the concurrent tasks.
As for the OSs, it is concluded that:
The extremely popular OSs are TinyOS, Contiki, and RIOT; they have a good support community.
However, TinyOS provides a weak form of virtualization, because it is based on event-driven
programing model, and the relation between the OS and the application is tightly coupled. Additionally,
its task scheduler is sequential (FIFO based) and, thus, the task execution runs until entire completion.
However, Contiki is a better choice, because it provides many innovative features over the last years that
makes it a better platform for IOT. Nevertheless, looking for future trends and large-scale deployments,
like smart cities, the RIOT is a fresh approach that provides general purpose solutions for divers of IOT
devices, because it uses a real-time thread-based programming model. Threads execution is based
on its given priority. The application tasks are codes decoupled from hardware and software, which
makes it suitable for a wide range of devices.
All other OSs solutions that are covered by this review are less popular than the three described
above as SenSmart, SenSpire, MANITS, LiteOS and PAVENET and can be evaluated, as follows:
-

-

SenSmart: To support SSN, it provides application codes programmed and compiled in binary
code for each, then combines them together in a single code image and links it to the kernel to be
tested and then generate the final code. This strategy of compiling and linking to the kernel means
that there is no separation between the OS and application tasks. Therefore, any application
updates should update all the sensor software. While its main drawback is the lack of portability,
it is the approach that shows how a better hardware design can lead to an efficient sensor OS.
SenSpire: It supports a hybrid programming model, where system tasks are implemented as
event-based tasks, while the application tasks are implemented as thread-based tasks with low
priority than the event-based. Thread-based follows the run-to-completion model, which executes
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tasks in a sequential (FIFO) manner. Additionally, programming with Cspire is a learning curve for
developers. Due to the application being tightly coupled to the OSs, there is a need for updating
all sensor software in the case of any application updates. Finally, it has lack of portability.
MANTIS: This OS is considered to be suitable for SSNs because it provides a complete thread-based
system with a multithreading approach that simultaneously runs application tasks without the
need to manage low-level details of the stack/memory. Applications threads are coded in C and
they are loosely coupled with the OS. However, it has a weak support community.
LiteOS: It is highly flexible for SSNs, because it uses a programming environment that is based
on C and it allows a hybrid programming model that combines the simultaneous execution of
application threads and events through a call-back mechanism. The application is loosely coupled
with the OS through call gates pointers.
PAVENET: In order to support SSNs, it supports thread-based programming and the use of C
language. It is possible to ensure varying priority levels via the use of programmed multithreaded
applications. However, task execution is sequential, because time-slicing is not supported.
Additionally, the application is tightly coupled with the OS, thus any application updates will
reinstall all sensor software. However, its main drawback is the lack of portability.
For the discussed VMs, the following is concluded:

-

-

-

-

-

Mate: This VM is based on TinyOS to support concurrency, thus it addresses the main drawback of
the original TinyOS, which is the sequential task execution. However, Mate provides application
updated injection without replacing the OS. Additionally, it provides a simple mechanism to
automatically reprogram the SSNs using code capsules. It is considered suitable for simple
event-driven SSNs, because it can define events and their outcomes.
VMSTAR: For SSNs, it does not support the concurrent use of multi-thread application tasks, but
it only supports single-threaded Java applications. However, concurrent events can be handled
using action listeners. This can be used to identify high priority threads so that expired threads
can be released from system resources to cater for other application tasks. Threads can be easily
programed using java. Application implementation is tightly coupled with the OS.
Squawk: It does not require an OS in order to run; instead, all of its basic requirements are inbuilt.
For SSNs, it provides an efficient application isolation mechanism, which allows concurrent
applications to be represented as Java objects. Thus, applications can have multiple threads,
which are managed by the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Additionally, updates are injected on
the fly.
EVM: It is highly viable for deployment in LFSN, which is one of main targets of building SSNs.
Where it can abstract physical nodes into virtual nodes. Thus, it provides new capabilities as
sensor fault tolerance and runtime optimization of resource consumption.
Darjeeling: Is an open source java based VM that supports thread-based programming models.
For application concurrency, it provides an infuser tool to support the LLV.
For the discussed MWs the following is concluded:

-

Impala: It is one of early efforts in the field of MW to support application concurrency in WSNs.
However, it has some challenges that makes it be unviable in SSNs, like, it does not support
data preprocessing, which is an important component of data management. Additionally, it
presents some limitations that are related to its inability to perform code management tasks and
the unpredictability of agents in the system at runtime.
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-

TinyLime: Also, it is one of early efforts in the field of MW to support application concurrency in
WSNs. Thus, its implementation is plagued by different challenges, such as weak abstraction
support and data fusion, to a lack of dynamic topologies.
TinySOA: Is developed on top of TinyOS, and it utilizes the platform heterogeneity that is
provided by it. It has been devised to specially fit the needs for smaller footprint devices that are
used in IoT scenarios.
Agilla: This MW is based on TinyOS in order to provide the simultaneous execution of tasks
to be more applicable in SSNs. However, it adopts a low-level assembly-like language and a
stack-based programming model, and that makes programs difficult to modify or to build; this
difficulty in programming limits its use for SSNs.
MyHealthAssistant: Is an open source event-driven MW that is designed for phone-based
deployment and focuses on the efficient management of wireless sensor data for sharing between
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These solutions provide network resources’ sharing and facilitate the communication among
sensors in different administrative domains. Thus, this section will briefly list them:
• Multi-layer architecture for VSNs [22]: this article proposed a three layer architecture to
create multiple VSNs over the deployed WSN, which will give multiple applications the
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ability to run concurrently over this SSN. It uses overlay to facilitate the data
exchange
among the nodes in different VSNs. It consists of three layers, as seen in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Multilayer Architecture for Virtual Sensor Network (VSNs).
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•

provides two separated paths for sending two types of data between the infrastructure and the
overlay applications, where the sensor’s data is sent through data path and control data is sent by
the signaling path. There is no performance evaluation presented for that proposed architecture.
Managed Ecosystems of Networked Objects (MENO) [53]: This article presents a new concept
that aims to create a smart network architecture that collects all of the internet connected
objects using the combination of network virtualization technology and clean-slat end-to-end
protocol [54] rather than the usual gateway based solutions that provide security, firewalling,
protocol translations, and intelligence by gateways at the border of the Internet and the resource
constrained networks.
This combination will provide a new open minded platform, that offers open and secure
communication methods and services that are able to connect sensors as any other IP-smart
object over the internet, that facilitate the application development and innovation. The proposed
layered architecture is shown in Figure 21. It consists of four layers, the first one represents the
physical network infrastructure that contains a diversity of network technologies, the second is
the logical network layer above it that is implemented to connect the cooperated objects, then the
third layer presents a design of novel end-to-end protocols that introduces a common language
between all connected objects, and the last layer presents the powerful API for services and
application development. This concept has no implementation yet, and there is no available
performance evaluation.

•

Managed Ecosystems of Networked Objects (MENO) [53]: This article presents a new
concept that aims to create a smart network architecture that collects all of the internet
connected objects using the combination of network virtualization technology and clean-slat
end-to-end protocol [54] rather than the usual gateway based solutions that provide security,
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firewalling, protocol translations, and intelligence by gateways at the border of the Internet
and the resource constrained networks.

Figure 21. Layered Managed Ecosystems of Networked Objects (MENO) Concept.
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implementation yet, and there is no available performance evaluation.
• IoT-Virtual Networks (VN) [55]: Internet of Things Virtual Networks is a secured virtual
network for both resource constrained and non-constrained objects that need to co-operate
under the umbrella of virtual networks, it is based on the idea that was proposed by MENO,
it uses end-to-end communication between networked objects. The IoT-VN approach
explores more general cases than MENO, as can be seen in Figure 22. The figure is
partitioned, as follows:
 Partitioning IoT-VN partitions a subset of the available sensors in the sensor
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energy consumption. MAS is an agent-based solution that is built on top of Java SunSpot devices
Multi-Agent
System (MAS) [58]: this approach proposes a solution for two main issues in
VSN, they are creation and maintenance, and it proposes intelligent hibernations and offline
operations for a sensor node when it joins more than one VSN. A Multi-Agent System is
resident on individual nodes to facilitate the practical operation of adaptive VSNs, while
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and is based on Agent Factory Micro Edition (AFME) library to create multiple agents on nodes
(connectivity agent, coverage agent, hibernation broker agent, etc.), as shown in Figure 23. It allows
for message exchange between them based on VSN requirements and agents in each senor node
can communicate with their peers on other sensors in the same VSN to optimize the performance
of VSN creation and maintenance.
To overcome the drawbacks of earlier layered VSN agent-based solutions with power management,
inflexibility, homogeneous timing constraints, and co-operation with hibernating layers, the MAS
approach provides a hibernation broker that organizes the sleep periods for each agent and it
decides the hibernation process for some or all of the components of a node, depending on the
requirements of active VSNs. The performance evaluation of MAS approach not studied in
this article.
•J. Sens.AActuator
Resource
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for Concurrent Applications [59]: This article presented two
real
Netw.Efficient
2019, 8, x FOR
PEER REVIEW
30 of
58
world applications to explain the concept of VSNs over the SSN, they approached geographically
overlapped sensing applications and underground contaminant plume tracking; the first set of
applications are for monitoring different events under spread heterogeneous WSN nodes over
a large area and the second one is for tracing a dynamic event with a resizable subset of WSN
nodes. A design for dynamic VSNs’ creation has been proposed based on two main functions;
node membership maintenance and maintenance, the first function handles node membership
(adding, deleting, joining, leaving, etc.) and then implements the assigned tasks, but the second
one handles data routing among the nodes, which may need the help of nonmember nodes to
route the gathered data through the SSN to the desired destination.
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To overcome the drawbacks of earlier layered VSN agent-based solutions with power
management, inflexibility, homogeneous timing constraints, and co-operation with
hibernating layers, the MAS approach provides a hibernation broker that organizes the sleep
periods for each agent and it decides the hibernation process for some or all of the
components of a node, depending on the requirements of active VSNs. The performance

applications at the network level, where each application is deployed and executed on a
subset of sensors that were grouped to serve it based on the application requirements and
the node’s capabilities. Additionally, the technique of Trickle [61] was used to facilitate the
code deployment across the whole network. As Trickle supports code movement only
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through one-hop, thus the developers of Melete added a multi-hop feature to it, using
additional node states, as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24. Sensor state transition in Melete.
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In this
subsurface chemical plume monitoring system. Authors introduce the proof-of-concept study,
which presents a phenomena-aware clustering algorithm that creates the dynamic VSNs by
selecting the nodes closest to the monitored phenomena, allowing the remaining nodes to
sleep to save their batteries for other applications. By this algorithm, the data sent is relative
to the monitored phenomena, which reduces the total data sent and saves the global energy
consumption. However, for an accurate determination of the event location, the authors present
another algorithm, called DRAGON, which specifies the triggered event location to start cluster
formation and phenomena tracking from that location. The DRAGON algorithm is executed
through three phases, as can be seen in Figure 25.
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27. GENIs’

GENI Network architecture is shown in Figure 28. It consists of: (1) The control plane, which is
used to discover reserve, access, program, and manage GENI’s computational and communication
resources; (2) The data plane, which is setup depending on the requirements of the experiment.
GENI offers some features to users for facilitating the control of the experiment, such as: (1) Slicing
the network, this feature allows multiple experiments to share the same physical infrastructure,
while keeping isolation among them; (2) Deep programmability, which gives the programmers
the ability to determine the packet paths through the experiment; (3) Network federation and
stitching, this feature organizes the shared resources among different network providers; (4) GENI
wireless networks, which provide a wireless base station that connects the local rack and the rack
through the rest of the network; and finally, (5) Connecting campus resources to GENI. GENI
proposes an Open Resource Control Architecture (ORCA) framework for federated infrastructure
services, it consists of an Aggregate Manager (AM), Slice Manager (SM), and broker. AM is a
resource provider that allocates the virtual resources, called sliver to the user, each sliver has a
lifecycle, operational states, and it works as a member of one slice, where a slice is an end-to-end
user environment, SM refers to the user interface with AM, and broker handles user authority and
applies the system policy that is associated to that user. Thus, SM starts the resource request and
then broker issues the ticket, which authenticates the user and gives him the associated privileges
over the system, and then AM sets up the slivers that are associated to that request.
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the Internet
by running
overlaythe
software
that provides
WISEBED
API-compatible
Web services.
the packet
paths through
experiment;
3) Network
federation
and stitching,
this

feature organizes the shared resources among different network providers; 4) GENI
wireless networks, which provide a wireless base station that connects the local rack and
the rack through the rest of the network; and finally, 5) Connecting campus resources to
GENI. GENI proposes an Open Resource Control Architecture (ORCA) framework for
federated infrastructure services, it consists of an Aggregate Manager (AM), Slice
Manager (SM), and broker. AM is a resource provider that allocates the virtual
resources, called sliver to the user, each sliver has a lifecycle, operational states, and it
works as a member of one slice, where a slice is an end-to-end user environment, SM
refers to the user interface with AM, and broker handles user authority and applies the
system policy that is associated to that user. Thus, SM starts the resource request and
then broker issues the ticket, which authenticates the user and gives him the associated
privileges over the system, and then AM sets up the slivers that are associated to that
request.
•

WISEBED [67–69]: is an Figure
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and research
project for building a multi-level
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that
integrates
the
aspects
of
hardware,
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algorithms,
and data. As
While the interconnectivity between partner’s testbeds is also done by a WISEBED
APIcan
which
be
seen
in
Figure
29,
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architecture
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of
the
partner’s
testbeds;
each
testbed
handles the federation process among them and makes them work as a single virtual large scale
comprises
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are managed
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30. controlled
Consist of Sensor
Network
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associated
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Network (WSN) API, and Controlle3r API. T/he first API provides the user authentication and
services. the second API handles shared resource reservation, the third API handles the user
authorization,
interactivity with sensor nodes, and the fourth API uses the serial interface to listen for the output
generated by nodes.

Figure 30. WISEBED API Timeline.

Portal servers handle authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) service,
Network Control, Debugging and Configuration management, Data Acquisition and
Query Processing. While the interconnectivity between partner’s testbeds is also done
by a WISEBED API which handles the federation process among them and makes them
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IoT-LAB infrastructure offers reliable access to all nodes, real-time monitoring, and controlling the
Controlle3r API. T/he first API provides the user authentication and authorization, the
experiments, security, and data integrity. IoT-LAB hardware infrastructure consists of a set of
infrastructure
consists
of a set
of IoT-LAB
nodes, where
of three
second
API handles
shared
resource
reservation,
the each
thirdnode
APIconsists
handles
the user
IoT-LAB nodes, where each node consists of three elements, as shown in Figure 32.
elements,
as
shown
in
Figure
32.
interactivity with sensor nodes, and the fourth API uses the serial interface to listen for
the output generated by nodes.
•

FIT IoT-LAB [70–72]: is the first open access scientific testbed for testing and managing
a real large scale open WSN; it has been developed to evaluate the scalable WSN
protocols and applications. This testbed consists of 2728 sensor nodes and 117 mobile
robots over six sites across France, as shown in Figure 31. Each site offers a different
node and hardware structure, but all they directly communicate by a radio interface, or
remotely through the internet and they are available for user through the same API.
Each node can be configured as a sink that is able to exchange data among other sink
nodes in whole lab. The nodes are either static or mobile; therefore, the user can reserve,
monitor, and reprogram them, and also can control the motion of mobile nodes. IoTLAB infrastructure offers reliable access to all nodes, real-time monitoring, and
controlling the experiments, security, and data integrity. IoT-LAB hardware

Figure 31.
31. FIT-IoT
FIT-IoT Map.
Map.
Figure

Figure 32. IoT-LAB node.
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Figure 32. IoT-LAB node.

The first one is the Open Node (ON), which is dedicated to the user during experimentation and
totally opened to him/her. The second is the Gateway (GW) that handles the connectivity to the
global infrastructure to control and monitor the open node. The third one is the Control Node
Figure
31. FIT-IoT
Map.
(CN) that works as a passive or active
element
related
to the open node, it handles monitoring
of consumption and values of sensor nodes during the experiment. IoT LAB offers three types
of sensor nodes, WSN430 node that is considered as legacy node, while M3 node, and A8 node
are more recent.cIoT LAB software architecture consists of five layer, as shown in Figure 33.
Various types of OSs can be run on the open node based on its capabilities, IoT LAB supports the
33. IoT LAB
Software
Architecture.
following OSs: FreeRTOS Figure
[73], Contiki,
TinyOS,
Riot,
and OpenWSN [74]. Experimental steps
started by building nodes’ firmware followed by node reservation and monitoring then lunching
Theapplication
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dedicated
user during experimentation
Figure
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node.to the
the
andOpen
finally
ended
by
analyzing
the resulted
data.
and totally opened to him/her. The second is the Gateway (GW) that handles the
connectivity to the global infrastructure to control and monitor the open node. The third
one is the Control Node (CN) that works as a passive or active element related to the open
node, it handles monitoring of consumption and values of sensor nodes during the
experiment. IoT LAB offers three types of sensor nodes, WSN430 node that is considered as
legacy node, while M3 node, and A8 node are more recent.cIoT LAB software architecture
consists of five layer, as shown in Figure 33. Various types of OSs can be run on the open
node based on its capabilities, IoT LAB supports the following OSs: FreeRTOS [73], Contiki,
TinyOS, Riot, and OpenWSN
[74].
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Figure
33.Experimental
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Architecture.
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based on a web portal API through the internet to allow users to build their own WSNs for real
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experiments and give them the facilities to gather the experimental results in an easy way.
WSNTB has been tested using two programs; the first was Distributed adaptive transmission
power control algorithm, at which every node determines the appropriate transmission power
to its neighbors using two of popular ways, the RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) and
LQI (Link Quality Indicator) [76,77]. The results showed that the algorithm caused a reduction of
consumed energy by 20–30%. While the second program was Secure Reprogramming Protocols,
which has been implemented to ensure the security of the distributed remote code over the sensor
network, there were not any presented results for its performance.
Cyber-Physical Networking (CPN) [78]: CPN is a dual testbed that was developed by University
of Nebraska-Lincoln. CPN testbed targets that each sensor joins two separate VSNs over a

shown in Figure 26b; this section will briefly present some examples of it:
• WSNTB [75]: is a testbed for heterogeneous WSNs, it consists of a hardware infrastructure
and a software framework that is designed to support power consumption, timing
measurements, and distributed management. WSNTB hardware infrastructure is physically
J. Sens.
Actuator Netw. 2019,
36 of 55each
implemented
in 8,a 29single site and composed of two clusters of WSNs (octopus 1&2);
cluster has its own radio communication way, and its own gateway, as shown in Figure 34.
traditional TCP/IP tunnel using software and hardware tolls that supports remote programming,
out-of-band monitoring, power management, and real time virtualization. The hardware
infrastructure of CPN participates in two separated VSNs, as shown in Figure 35, they were
connected by a TCP/IP tunnel, and each sensor was able to set a peer-to-peer communication with
any other sensor in the secondary separated VSNs.
The implementation of the CPN hardware infrastructure participates in two sites each of them
contains 45 sensor nodes connected to servers using USB-to-UTP converters, this infrastructure
is accessible through software with a web portal interface to facilitate the deployment of sensor
applications over a dedicated set of sensors. The software components were: (1) Core Databases,
which represent the main software component, which contains the locations and detailed
information of the testbed and also stores the resulted data from applications; (2) Persistent
Device Naming and Mote Type Detection Subsystem, which identifies the event with the relative
Figure 34. WSNTB Design.
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cluster has its own radio communication way, and its own gateway, as shown in Figure 34.
Indicator) and LQI (Link Quality Indicator) [76,77]. The results showed that the algorithm
caused a reduction of consumed energy by 20–30%. While the second program was Secure
Reprogramming Protocol,s which has been implemented to ensure the security of the
distributed remote code over the sensor network, there were not any presented results for its
performance.
Cyber-Physical Networking (CPN) [78]: CPN is a dual testbed that was developed by
University of Nebraska-Lincoln. CPN testbed targets that each sensor joins two separate
VSNs over a traditional TCP/IP tunnel using software and hardware tolls that supports
remote programming, out-of-band monitoring, power management, and real time
virtualization. The hardware infrastructure of CPN participates in two separated VSNs, as
shown in Figure 35, they were connected by a TCP/IP tunnel, and each sensor was able to set
Figure 34. WSNTB Design.
a peer-to-peer communicationFigure
with any
other sensor
in the secondary separated VSNs.
34. WSNTB
Design.

This infrastructure is accessible for remote users by a software framework, which consists of
a services interface layer, a testbed core layer, and a resource access layer; all of these layer
are based on a web portal API through the internet to allow users to build their own WSNs
for real experiments and give them the facilities to gather the experimental results in an easy
way.
WSNTB has been tested using two programs; the first was Distributed adaptive transmission
power control algorithm, at which every node determines the appropriate transmission
power to its neighbors
two of Networking
popular ways,
the RSSI (Received Signal Strength
Figure 35.using
Cyber-Physical
(CPN) Infrastructure.
Figure
35.
Cyber-Physical
Networking
(CPN)
Indicator) and LQI (Link Quality Indicator) [76,77]. TheInfrastructure.
results showed that the algorithm
3.2.3. An Insight on the Application of HLV
caused a reduction of consumed energy by 20–30%. While the second program was Secure
This area of research
is still considered
to be
recent,
thus not much
has the
beensecurity
done on of
it. the
Reprogramming
Protocol,s
which has
been
implemented
to work
ensure
Therefore,
this
section
will
provide
us
with
the
conclusion
from
studying
virtualization
in
HLV,
where
distributed remote code over the sensor network, there were not any presented results for its
Tableperformance.
3 provides a summarization of some characteristics for each virtualization solution.
• Cyber-Physical Networking (CPN) [78]: CPN is a dual testbed that was developed by
University of Nebraska-Lincoln. CPN testbed targets that each sensor joins two separate
VSNs over a traditional TCP/IP tunnel using software and hardware tolls that supports
remote programming, out-of-band monitoring, power management, and real time
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Table 3. Characteristics Summary of SSNs’ HLV Solutions.
System

IoT
Support

Formation Concept

On-the-Fly
Deployment

Multi-layer VSN
(2013)

-

-

Data & control paths

-

IoT-VN
(2012)

Embedded Linux for
non-constrained
devices
TinyOS + IDRA for
constrained devices

Virtual Links

-

End-to-End
Communication

-

Solution

Solution Type

VSN
Overlay

√

√

MENO
(2011)

-

MAS
(2008)

-

-

Multi-Agent System

Melete System
2006

TinyOS+ Maté

-

Dynamic grouping

Cluster Tree
2009

-

-

Dynamic Tree based on
phenomena tracking

-

-

-

Phenomena-aware
Clustering

-

-

-

Virtual Links

-

-

-

Virtual Links

-

Closed-Loop System
2008

√

Cluster Based

GENI
Life Testbed
WISEBED
Life Testbed

Federation

√

FIT IoT-LAB
Open access Testbed
WSNTB
2008
CPN
2011

-

Virtual Links

TinyOS+ Java runtime

-

Cluster – gateway
Based

-

-

Cluster – gateway
Based

Participation

√

• Virtual Network/Overlay Sensor Networks solutions:
The importance of these overlay approaches to SSNs is coming from the ability to transmit data
between the nodes without the need to build a new infrastructure. Thus, the overlay approach is
appealing to achieving the virtualization in SSNs.
-

-

Multi-layer architecture for VSNs: This three-layer architecture is based on overlay network
virtualization, which provides scalability in all layers. It does not require the re-deployment of
the entire network in the case of new agents. Application tasks are loosely coupled with the agent
in the overlay network. Each application is implemented as an overlay; thus, a node can be a
member of multiple overlays. Introducing a Gate-to-Overlay entity to support the legacy nodes at
sensor layer provides two separate channels for data and signaling, which provides lightweight
data exchange protocols between the interface layers. However, the complexity in building the
Gate-to-Overlay node is found, since it will consume more energy and support more tasks that
are related to the legacy nodes.
MENO: It is one of first trails to integrate the SSNs with the internet, network virtualization based
on virtual links over layer 2 or layer 3 in traditional networks. It still a conceptual work.
IoT-VN: Network virtualization in this solution is based on the concept of MENO. It presents
some implementation details regarding the integration between SSNs and the internet. Thus, it
concerned with connection resource-constrained and non-resource constrained devices together
and allows end-to-end communication for the deployment of applications and services.
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MAS: An agent-based network virtualization solution is presented in this approach. Although
the main target is creation and maintenance of VSN, there are no details regarding VSN formation
and its operation.
A Resource Efficient Approach for Concurrent Applications: Although it presents two real world
applications shared the same SSNs, it does not mention any technical details for creating a
dynamic or static VSNs.
Melete System: This system provides a dynamic logical grouping of sensors over the network to
serve a certain application. A node can be a member of multiple groups. This system supports
up to 16 groups that coexist in SSN, but the sensors only execute one application task at a time.

• Clustered-based solutions:
This solution is preferred when the deployed SSNs targets are dynamic events, like mobile WSNs
and vehicular ad-hoc networks.
-

-

Cluster Tree Based Self Organization: This approach presents a dynamic formation VSNs creation
that is based on event is detects. Thus, it provides a sequential execution of the desired applications.
But it is not clear how it is supported by sensors.
Closed-Loop System for Subsurface Contaminant Plume Monitoring: This approach is an
extension to the previous one that improves the event tracking based on the event location, where
the VSNs creation mechanism will select the nodes closest to it to save the energy.

For the discussed System Level, the following is concluded:
In the recent future, this level of virtualization will be applied at the SSNs providers. There are
real SSNs examples that apply this level of virtualization. However, all of them are still for research
purposes, as GENI networks, FIT IoT-LAB; each of them provide a huge SSN equipment in multiple
sites for researches all over the world to implement and test different issues that are related to the field
of WSNs. Researchers can create an account on the FIT IoT-LAB easier than GENI. Additionally, he can
use a readymade firmware or build his own. While the WISEBED project has simple SSN equipment
that is not published for researches.
Regarding SSN participation, the listed approaches are educational test-beds for research purposes.
There is no external access for CPN, which is built for studying the behavior of communication between
the VSN, while the WSNTS are built for studying the behavior of energy consumption and security
issues in VSNs. Additionally, it provides a web portal API for researchers to give them external access
to their experiments.
3.3. SSNs Using Hybrid Level Virtualization
SSNs using hybrid level virtualization presents a combination of LLV and HLV to support
different areas of networking. This category has three branches, which are middleware/cluster
based, middleware/virtual networks (or overlay) based, and virtual machine/dynamic grouping based
solutions, as in Figure 36. A brief discussion regarding the well-known software in this area addition
to a comparative analysis between them will be presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. Characteristics Summary of SSNs’s Hybrid Solutions.
LLV
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Programming
Model

Programming
Language

Task Execution
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Application

MW
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Cluster-Based
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solutions, as in Figure 36. A brief discussion regarding the well-known software in this area addition
to a comparative analysis between them will be presented in Table 4.
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Figure 36. Hybrid Solutions of SSNs.
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The second level of virtualization is the node level at which the applications are coded as
agents that are allocated in an execution space and loaded when the associated applications
start to run, as in Figure 38. An agent will be loaded to the execution space when running a
relevant application triggers it; thus, if multiple applications are running concurrently, Sensomax
provides a resource-allocation algorithm to allocate resources among the running agents in the
execution space. There are three types of resources; the global resources that represent all shared
resources over the network, the local resources that represent the shared resources inside the
cluster and system resources represent the statuses of the reserved resources. There are three
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types of agents that are used to handle the varity of communication levels: the global agents
handle communications among clusters, local agents are responsible for handling the inter-cluster
communication, and the system agents handle the reprogramming of sensor nodes on the fly.
The performance of Sensomax was evaluated by a network prototype of 12 sensor nodes and
by simulation. The results showed that the execution time for an agent is 200 ms if concurrent
applications are served by that node, and this time increases as the number of applications increase.
Figure 38. Sensomax Architecture.
The execution time of dynamic update is lower than 100 ms for the same number of applications.
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agents that are allocated in an execution space and loaded when the associated applications
start to run, as in Figure 38. An agent will be loaded to the execution space when running a
relevant application triggers it; thus, if multiple applications are running concurrently,
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reprogramming of sensor nodes on the fly. The performance of Sensomax was evaluated by
a network prototype of 12 sensor nodes and by simulation. The results showed that the
execution time for an agent is 200 ms if concurrent applications are served by that node, and
this time increases as the number of applications increase. The execution time of dynamic

used to control the wake-up/sleep switching between clusters. The performance evaluation
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This branch also handles the node level using middleware, but handles the high level by virtual
network/overlay.
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simultaneously operate on each sensor node over a multitasking OS by defining a set of interfaces
applications to simultaneously operate on each sensor node over a multitasking OS by
that facilitate the development of applications without caring about the background hardware, as
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3.3.3. Hybrid Virtualization Based on Virtual Machine/Dynamic Grouping Solution
This branch handles the node level using virtual machine, while the high level is handled by
dynamic grouping.
•

Melete system [60]: As described above, this system was one of the first trails towards SSNs,
where for the node level virtualization a simultaneous execution of hosted applications can be
achieved, nodes can serve up to five application concurrently, and each one stores its own code
in a dedicated execution space without sharing any variables with each other to ensure that the
failure of any one of them will not affect the others. While the network level virtualization is
achieved by dynamic grouping of nodes to serve a certain application, where the nodes by default
join a global logical group, called the associated group, and then join a logical group dedicated
to serve a certain application, the nodes can also be members of multiple logical groups up to
five groups.

3.3.4. An Insight on the Application of Hybrid Level Virtualization
The hybrid solutions benefit from both LLV and HLV features, thus it takes much attention in
recent running research.
For the discussed Hybrid Level Virtualization, the following is concluded:
•

MW/Cluster-based
-

-

•

MW and Virtual link/overlay
-

•

Sensomax: At LLV Java Sun Spot devices are used to exploit their ability to run concurrent
application tasks. Each application is implemented as an agent. The base station can assign
multiple agents to one node, using one-hop broadcast. For NLV it uses clustering concept,
where it divides the network into clusters, each with its own cluster head.
Multi-set Architecture for Multi-applications Running on WSN: It uses TinyOS to provide
LLV, thus, it inherits its drawbacks. While, for NLV, the network is divided into subsets,
each subset groups nodes as a cluster and each has its own cluster head. Each subset is
dedicated to one application. When SSNs is deployed, only one application begins its
execution, according to the pre-defined sequence. While nodes in other subsets sleep to
save energy until their turn comes.

SenShare: It uses TinyOS to provide LLV, thus, it inherits its drawbacks. Nevertheless, it
uses CTP for creating dynamic clusters for HLV.
A framework for service providing in VSNs: it provides LLV using MW in each node,
while the HLV is achieved by gateway nodes that provide VSNs creation and management.

MW/Hierarchical clustering
-

Melete system: At LLV, Melete improves on Maté, but, since application tasks have
their own data and execution space, only a limited number of application tasks can run
concurrently. The programming model is based on the event-driven approach of TinyOS.
The application programs are written in TinyScript. While HLV is achieved by a dynamic
grouping scheme. Finally, the programmer needs to be aware of many situations that may
arise in the network and program the responses, and this approach is not flexible at all.

4. Opportunities Provided by SSNs
A SSN provides a lot of opportunities to the WSN, it provides a new research area that will become
a reality, like the internet when its infrastructure has enough support from sensor network providers
in the commercial environment. This section will focus on displaying opportunities that are provided
by implementing SSNs, which could be, as follows:
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Infrastructure Sharing: virtualization technology provides a great donation for WSNs by allowing
for its infrastructure to be shared between multiple concurrent applications and cause its
conversion from an application/service specific system to a general purpose physical resources
to multiple concurrent (shared) application system in its new look as a SSN. Many benefits
are obtained behind this opportunity, like reducing WSN redundancy, as there is no need to
build a dedicated WSN each time required to host an application, hardware technical details
are abstracted from application developers and users, which increases the security and reduces
developments overheads.
Infrastructure Marketing: one of the greatest benefits of SSNs is the separation between the
infrastructure and the offered service using virtualization, which allows for providers to sell the
infrastructure to a third party without interrupting the hosted services, and thus opening large
business opportunities.
Infrastructure Diversity: as a result of infrastructure separation from the service based on
virtualization, the infrastructure provider becomes able to co-operate with third parties, and
offers multiple isolated services over a cost reduced infrastructure.
Flexible and Scalable Infrastructure: SSNs have the flexibility to add and remove a VSN according
to the hosted application requirements, and it also has the ability to generate the co-operation
between heterogeneous sensor networks to provide infrastructure scalability.
Opened Vendor Platform: SSNs is a heterogeneous based system, thus it gives all hardware
vendors the same opportunity to work under its umbrella.
Foundation Stone for multiple emerging Technologies: SSNs is a basic infrastructure for many
emerging technologies, like IoT, which allows for objects to be sensed and controlled remotely
across existing network infrastructures, creating opportunities for more direct integration of the
physical world into computer-based systems, and resulting in improved efficiency, accuracy, and
economic benefit. It is also a basic stone in the emerging technology, called Cloud of Sensors
(CoS), at which the related physical sensors are grouped together to form a virtual sensor, and
then these virtual sensors are grouped together to form a global sensor cloud. This cloud can be
used by different concurrent applications; visualization and remote management platforms that
leverage to provide excellent data scalability; and, user programmable analysis.
Define New Business Models: that define the roles of SSNs, such as infrastructure providers and
service providers.

Information Sharing: Data collected by sensors can be shared among hosted applications, which
give lower energy consumption and overcome redundant data transmission.
5. Applications of SSNs
Traditional WSNs were motivated by military applications, such as as battlefield surveillance,
but nowadays its new paradigm (SSNs) spread in different daily life fields, like civilian applications
(smart home, surveillance, habitat, structure and environmental monitoring, healthcare, traffic control,
etc.), thus the needs for the SSNs increased, and thus this section will present a brief review for
its applications.
1-

Battlefield Monitoring [11,12]
Monitoring a battlefield is a complex mission, because there are different types of targets to be
considered as civilians, enemies, soldiers, different military vehicles, important infrastructure,
etc., and also in the battlefield there will be different types of deployed sensors that are deployed
as sound sensors, camera sensors, temperature sensors, motion detection sensors, etc. Which
were implemented from different vendors, thus deploying a SSN is a cost effective and optimal
solution to serve different applications, over a united heterogeneous infrastructure.
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Smart Buildings [6,10,82,83]
Intelligent control for smart building conditions requires a large number of varied applications
that are based on the variety of deployed sensors that collaborate to monitor and control the
environment to make it more comfortable and more secure by controlling (temperature, humidity,
doors and windows lock status, video surveillance, air conditioning, lighting, acoustic signals
for noise control, etc.), through local or remote access of the internet and monitoring (building
infrastructure health, gas, water, CO, smoke detection, etc.), so, if you are away of your home,
you can make it ready for your arrival by remotely controlling internal conditions, also you can
control your office remotely and monitor your employees, etc. Therefore, this variety of HW and
SW is a fruitful environment for implementing a SSN.
Food Transportation [84]
Due to the importance of food transportation process from production sites to consumption sites,
while saving the quality of the products during this process, the SSN became the best solution for
monitoring food statuses during that process, monitoring and managing different food types
with different conditions for each type, and then sending this data to a certain user (food owner).
Health and Medical applications [52]
As a result of the continuous increase in population over the world, the need for healthcare
applications also increased to provide patients’ comfortability and elderly. Thus, the WSN
technology provides a separate branch for that purpose, called Wireless Body Sensor Networks
(WSBNs), but healthcare applications in that branch are isolated from each other, which causes
more sensor equipment requirement and more administrative loads from the medical team,
thus the SSN provides an effective enhancement when applied to that branch, because it allows
sensors and application information sharing among concurrent applications, this will reduce
the number of mounted sensors on the patient, making him more comfortable and reducing the
administrative loads over development and medical team. If the patient status needs adding a
new application, it can be added without interrupting the working ones, this increases flexibility
and reduces the overall cost.
Smart Grid [85]
The complexity of electricity services comes from the need to deliver it to the customer at real time;
it passes through three stages, starting with energy generation, followed by power transmission
and then power distribution. Thus, monitoring and controlling these three stages is a complex
process, which requires multiple motoring and controlling applications that must be able to share
the gathered information among them, SSN can deal with this scenario, and make the system
more reliable and flexible.
Agricultural Monitoring [8]
SSN gives a real chance to improve agriculture quality and productivity using real time monitoring
for soil elements, such as temperature, humidity, soil condition, sunlight, etc. This provides
the farmer the ability to take good decisions regarding optimal plants placement, water level
requirements, energy and pesticide usage, etc. This will produce a suitable environment that is
based on the diverse conditions that are required for different types of crops.
Industrial Monitoring [86]
Attaching a SSN to the industrial process will improve it by providing a diverse of applications
that facilitate the system management and control. Offering dynamic data share and analysis
for everything in the industrial environment, as energy consumption, machine status, product
quality, and alerts for critical equipment parameters (system temperature, electricity, etc.) give an
early detection of unstable conditions that cause risk reduction and removal of the related cost
as a result. Therefore, it directly affects the manager decisions and makes industrial operations
more stable, predictable, better energy consumption, safer, and cost effective.
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Natural Monitoring [87,88]
Observation of nature to predict disasters as ice avalanches, rock falls, volcanic eruptions, the
migration of animals, etc. Is a sensitive issue, as it involves securing human beings, animals,
and plants. Thus, a SSN provides diverse applications for that purpose, it offers reusing the old
deployed infrastructure in these places and this reduces the overall cost and gives a chance for new
applications to be deployed in that places, while sharing the gathered information among them.

6. SSNs Projects
Many projects envisioned the utilization of SSNs by multiple concurrent applications, which
tells us the importance of its role towards the IoT revolution. Each project has its own way to treat
the challenges that are faced by this type of emerging shared network. Table 5 summarizes the
characteristics for presented projects.
1-

FRESNEL [89]: Federated Secure Sensor Network Laboratory is part of an academic research
provided by Oxford internet institute in cooperation with Computer Laboratory (University of
Cambridge) and Oxford University Computing Laboratory (ComLab). It focused on building a
large scale federated sensor network framework, which supports concurrent applications running
on the same infrastructure while also ensuring the reliability of intra-application communication
as well as the scalability of distributed management infrastructure. It also maintains orthogonality,
privacy, and security. The used sensors sense many environmental phenomena, like temperature,
pollution, movement, etc., and the network will be running multiple applications of multiple
authorities in the city of deployment. There are many research objectives to achieve the project
goals described briefly, as follows:
•

•

•

•
•

•

2-

Developing a language for service level description and an agreement for this emerging type
of shared sensor networks, this language will be the base for resource sharing, application
management, and monitoring framework.
Developing new techniques for dynamic resource allocation are decentralized solutions,
these techniques will be developed according to the applications and they will vary according
to its needs based on available network resources.
Identifying the mechanisms for dynamitic partitioning of the physical network
into application-specific virtual sensor networks.
During the phase of dynamic
partitioning/repartitioning, these mechanisms must protect different application’s nodes
against each other, for privacy preservation and the observation of resource allocation
boundary issues.
Developing devise distributed and scalable communication protocols, to allow for reliable
and efficient communication among sensor applications.
Developing distributed algorithms for processing concurrent queries with very different
quality-of-service requirements for accuracy and delay. These algorithms should be able to
give priority to degrading the quality of the query; by this way, they can handle the needs of
critical applications.
Deploying a prototype of federated sensor networks across the campus of the University of
Cambridge, which partly integrate with existing sensor networks. This prototype will cover
the needs of heterogeneous monitoring, which range from room usage and college security
to air quality and traffic monitoring.

Virtual Sensor Networks (VSNs) [63]: is a project for a self-organizing scheme on the top of a
cluster tree in VSNs based on a subsurface chemical plume monitoring system, this project is
provided by Computer Networking Research Laboratory by Colorado State University. The project
team concentrated on cluster tree random routing, virtual coordinates, and VSN support functions.
As VSNs are an emerging form of collaborative WSNs, it can support collaborative, resource
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efficient, and multi-purpose WSNs. The VSNs are created by a subset of sensor nodes/users
that dynamically vary based on the migration between the available resources and application
requirements. This project is useful in three types of applications: the first is Geographically
overlapped applications, like monitoring rock slides and animal crossing within a mountainous
terrain; the second is logically separated multi-purpose sensor networks, like smart neighborhood
systems with multifunctional sensor nodes; and, the third are certain dedicated applications,
such as those that enhance the efficiency of a system by tracking a dynamic phenomena, such as
subsurface chemical plumes that migrate, split, or merge. Thus, this project aims for resource
sharing, which achieves application objectives using a good resource utilization way.
Virtualized Sensing Environment (ViSE) [90]: this project is funded by NSF as part of the
GENI [51] initiative, hosted at UMass-Amherst. The project scope is extending WSNs outdoor
using a wide-area sensor/actuator network testbed to support slivering and utilizing. A GENI
candidate control framework that selects the Open Resource Control Architecture (ORCA) [59] as
a platform for federating the environment of the GENI testbed infrastructure services. It contains:
(1) Virtualization of a sensor/actuator system, exporting rich actuation capabilities that produce
high-bandwidth sensor data, such as Pan-Tilt-Zoom video cameras and steerable weather
radars; (2) Integrating sensor virtualization technology with GENI-compliant Software Artifacts,
including the use of Shirako software (part of the ORCA project) as the base of the control
framework to create a GENI; (3) Operating a testbed linked to GENI that enables researchers
and end-users to control a fabric of rich sensors in end-to-end GENI experiments. In the first
year, publish your testbed to available GENI users, by the end of second year integrate it into
an environment of GENI federated testbeds; and, (4) Preparing the required documentation for
testbed users, administrators, and developers. The project finished an initial research-grade
implementation of sensor virtualization in Xen that applies the approach to Pan-Tilt-Zoom video
cameras. There are two types of users that are targeted by this project’s testbed; the first user is
the one who wishes to experiment with long distance 802.11b wireless communication, but it is
difficult to setup, because they need to access the infrastructure, especially the towers, to provide
line-of-sight. The second users are the radar researchers who can leverage the project radar
deployment. Notice that the testbed interacts with a remote Clearinghouse run by RENCI/Duke
to facilitate resource allocation.
DVM [91]: is a Multi-level Software Reconfiguration for Sensor Networks through Dynamically
Extensible Virtual Machine projects, which aims at presenting a system that supports the flexible
software reconfiguration of sensor networks. The system architecture consists of: (1) an operating
system kernel, which allows for dynamica incremental upgrades to the system; and, (2) Binary
modules that can be dynamically inserted, updated, or removed unobtrusively. There is a
Dynamically extensible Virtual Machine (DVM) on the top of operating system, which can
respond to some events and execute application scripts. The DVM has three unique features, the
first is that Kernel binary modules can expose interfaces to the VM, these modules are scriptable
and are able to dynamically register custom extensions to the VM at run-time. The second is
that kernel scriptable binary modules can interact with application scripts and expose their
configurable parameters to the VM through a published interface that facilitates the module
parameter reconfiguration according to the operating environment. The third is giving users the
ability to install and update the scripts, and also to modify at the run-time set of events. Thus, the
high-level scripts that are executed by the VM, can efficiently access services that are exported by
a module and tune module parameters.
PRESTO [92,93]: Predictive storage architecture for emerging large-scale hierarchical sensor
networks. Most recently due to the evolution of WSNs’ field, new paradigms as sensor-cloud and
sensor-grid appeared, a large amount of data is collected every minute from different applications,
like RFDI, weather, habitat monitoring, building monitors, surveillance, remote sensing data,
such as radar, etc. . . . the generated data needs to be processed, filtered, interpreted, cached,
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and archived in order to provide a useful infrastructure for users, thus PRESTO is presented
to provide the interactivity of the data streaming approach with the energy efficiency of the
direct sensor querying. PRESTO design focuses on five main characteristics briefly described, as
follows: (1) Tiered Design: because the large scale sensor networks of the future are expected to
be multiple tiers, with several tens of untethered sensors per tethered sensor proxy and several
tens of sensor proxies per application. (2) Predictive Storage: PRESTO makes extensive use
of predictive techniques that are a natural fit to the correlated behavior of the physical world.
Technology trends in storage are exploited to build an architecture that emphasizes archival at
remote sensors and extensive modeling and predictive caching at proxies. (3) Interactive Use:
PRESTO is designed for rapid responses to users posing ad-hoc queries on the distributed sensor
data without incurring the energy costs of the data streaming approach or the losses, latency, and
reliability concerns of directly querying remote sensors. (4) Archival Queries: PRESTO supports
archival queries on data that may be deemed to be an interesting post-facto. The ability to query
historical data is important in many sensor applications to conduct postmortems of unexpected
and unusual events to better understand them in the future. (5) Single Logical View of Data:
PRESTO aims to provide a single logical view of data distributed across many sensor proxies and
numerous remote sensors. Such a view can abstract the user from variability’s at many levels;
unreliable remote sensor network, spatial and temporal consistency issues in sensor data, as well
as bandwidth and connectivity issues in the case of wireless proxies.
WebDust [94]: is a generic and modular application environment for developing applications
for WSNs, it gives the application developer the facility to develop a customized environment
based on the application requirements, and this will provide a wide range of services for WSNs.
WebDust stores the gathered information from WSN in a database to offer extendable statistics
and provide users different web-based interfaces to present the gathered information according
to the application requirements. The WebDust environment gives motes and devices the ability
to automatically register technical characteristics in heterogeneous hierarchical sensor networks.
WebDust has many strengths (1) due to the automatic mote registration, it gives the administrator
an easy setup and good control for the sensor network. (2) Multiple, heterogeneous WSNs can be
treated as a unified VSN. (3) The web-based application interface gives users the ability to access,
monitor, query data, etc. in a simultaneous way.
CitySense [95]: it is a large-scale urban sensor network testbed of more than 100 sensor nodes
that are powered by streetlights across the city of Cambridge. Each sensor node is connected to its
neighbors via a radio link, and it uses ad hoc routing protocols to communicate with each other
using network layer (IP), also each node is directly programmed by the end user, where the project
team aimed at allowing multiple users and applications to share the CitySense testbed because
this project was designed to facilitate a broad range of research projects in large-scale sensor
networks. Thus, this testbed is open to researchers, by using a web-based interface that gives them
the availability to collect data, experiment with networking protocols, and reprogram nodes based
on the experiment requirements. CitySense targets to build an infrastructure to support a broad
range of research projects, also to implement a web-based interface for scheduling, programming,
and monitoring its platform in an easy way, and the developed software under CitySense will be
released with an open source license, the hardware designs will be published with no restrictions
on use and the simulation studies can be experimentally validated using CitySense.
VITRO [96]: Virtualized dIstributed plaTfoRms of smart object, this projects aims to build a link
between heterogeneous WSNs platform and cooperative smart objects. That is by developing the
required architectures, algorithms and engineering methods, which will enable the realization of
scalable, flexible, adaptive, energy-efficient, and trust-aware VSN platforms. To achieve this goal,
VITRO platform provides:
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resource (HW&SW) discovery, allocation, and management of a great collection of
heterogeneous smart objects wikk become more easier;
the collaboration between inter-objects should be dependable, virtualized, secure and
scalable, to ensure energy-efficiency, trust-awareness, and seamless connectivity for good
communication in large-scale heterogeneous WSNs; and,
expanding the network degree by enabling federated collaboration with external
homogeneous objects.

VITRO will produce tools that will be packed in a VITRO toolbox that contains middleware,
advanced component for core communication and a user-friendly management tool, and it will
facilitate the VSN application deployment, configuration, and instant support.
Smart Santander [97]: this project aims at the creation of an experimental test facility for
the research and experimentation of architectures, key enabling technologies, services, and
applications for the IoT in an urban landscape. The envisioned facility is conceived as an essential
instrument to achieve European leadership on key enabling technologies for IoT, and to provide
the European research community with a one and only platform of its characteristics, which is
suitable for large scale experiments and an evaluation of the IoT concept under real-life conditions.
Thus, smart stander facility is a large scale smart city that was deployed in the Spanish city
of Santander, and its testbed supports two types of experiments: IoT native experimentation
(WSN experiments) and service provision experiments (applications using real-time real-world
generated sensor data). Smart Santander offers different services, like integral traffic management,
environmental monitoring parks and garden irrigation, participatory sensing, and augmented
reality. All of the gathered information is stored in a large database, which will be allowed for
concurrent users once they are authenticated through the web-based interface. IoT infrastructure
consists of an IoT node, which gathers required sensing information from the environment as
(temperature, noise, light, etc.), repeaters: which work as forwarding nodes for the gathered
information, thus they are placed in a higher level, such as over street light, and the gateway
node that is responsible for gathering the sensed data from sensor nodes and sending it through
the internet to the project severs.
iCore [98]: this project is a coherent European approach that targets providing a cognitive
management framework and associated functionalities to the IoT, thus it has two main issues,
first one is the abstraction of diverse objects heterogeneity and the second is obtaining good
reliability to ensure the provision of different applications for concurrent users while obtaining
business integrity. This project proposed a cognitive framework that consists of virtual objects
(VOs), composite virtual objects (CVOs), and functional blocks, and all are reusable for various
applications. VOs are responsible for abstracting the heterogeneity of diverse of real world
objects into virtual objects. CVOs are responsible for mixing semantically interoperable VOs
and delivering services to associated users under proposed security protocols, which span over
all framework levels to ensure the ownership and privacy of data, controlling objects access by
using scalable mechanisms for the registration, look-up, discovery, and management of entities
and events.
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Table 5. Characteristics Summary of SSNs’s Projects.
Project

Type

Target

Virtualization Level

Hardware

FRESNEL
(2010–2012)

Academic
research

Building a large scale federated
sensor network framework
which support the concurrent
applications

LLV & HLV

35 iMote2 nodes (embedded
Linux) distributed in an
academic building

VSN

Academic
research

Cluster tree random routing,
virtual coordinates

HLV

-

VISE
(2010–2013)

Academic
research

Extend WSNs outdoor using
GENI framework

LLV

Three High-end nodes acting
as gateways and running
Linux where deployed near
a forested area

DVM
2006

Academic
research

Presenting a Multi-level
Software system that supports
flexible software reconfiguration
of sensor networks.

LLV

Mica2 motes with SOS
kernel including the
DVM core.

PRESTO
2005

Academic
research

presented to provide the
interactivity of the data
streaming approach with the
energy efficiency of the direct
sensor querying in large-scale
sensor networks

LLV & HLV

Telos Motes scale up to
100 Motes per proxy

WebDust

-

Build a modular application
environment for developing
applications for WSNs

LLV

-

CitySense
2008

Academic
research

Build a large-scale, urban sensor
network testbed

HLV

More than 100 sensor nodes
with embedded Linux
powered by streetlight
across the city of Cambridge.

7. Conclusions
The idea, fundamentals, motivation, proposed architecture models (global SSN, node, and network
architectures), building requirements, and challenges of SSNs has been overviewed throughout this
article. The benefits of SSNs over the traditional WSNs. Subsequently, a novel taxonomy is presented
based on the type of used virtualization technique. The taxonomy presents three main categories:
HLV, LLV, and hybrid. The category of LLV presents the multitasking OSs, VM, and MW solutions.
More efforts are required to virtualize the individual components of sensor nodes, such as MAC and
routing layers, as the trend moves towards more powerful IP-SSNs. While the second category is the
HLV was divided into two branches, which are network and system levels: the first branch presents
both Virtual NW/Over-relay Sensor NW and Cluster–based solutions, and the second branch presents
the Federation and Participation solutions. The overlay networks can provide an efficient solution,
as they are robust and they can work efficiently without changes in the underlying network. Some
solutions exist, like those in Sensomax, SenShare, Melete system, etc., but they are still embryonic
in nature and do not consider the requirements of multiple applications concurrently utilizing SSNs.
Finally the hybrid category presents the Middleware/Hierarchical Clustering, Middleware Virtual
NW/Overlay, and Virtual Machine Dynamic Grouping solutions. Each solution in all of the categories
was briefly summarized with its performance evaluation and a comparative analysis with other peer
solutions; also, a characteristics summary table for each category is presented. Some of the projects
using the technology of SSNs are briefly explained. Additionally, some applications in different life
aspects that are based on SSNs are presented. Under the umbrella of virtualization, a promising future
is behind of SSNs, where this concept opens the ability of being capable of supporting the expected
enormous growth of the IoT sensor-based uplink data traffic generated by customer devices in smart
cities, smart farming, industrial applications, healthcare monitoring systems, driverless cars navigation,
drones/robotics applications, and a wide diverse of user applications.
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